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SUMMARY 

Some aspects of the theory of a gas laser recently 

developed by W. E. Lamb, Jr. are recast in a form which more 

fully displays the role played by the particle dynamics. The 

Wigner distribution function is used to derive kinetic 

equations which govern the external center of mass motion of 

the two-level systems as well as their internal dynamics. 

The effect of long range forces is discussed by treating the 

collision integral in a manner similar to that employed in 

plasma kinetic theory. A modification in the criterion for 

the existence of a dip in the output is obtained.  It is also 

shown that effects due to long range forces are most noticeable 

at long optical wavelengths and when there is a large difference 

between the lifetimes of the two lfi>er levels. 

The experimental system for measuring the line profile of 

a dc excited argon laser has been designed, constructed, and 

made operative. Preliminary data on the "Lamb Dip" of an argon 

ion laser has been obtained as a function of pressure and 

excitation. The results of the experimental portion of this 

program and atttitipts to interpret the experiments in terms of 

this theory will be reported in later reports. 
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INTRODUCTION 

ThG objective of this program is to conduct an 

experimental and theoretical investigation of laser line 

profiles.  The theoretical analysis will be based on a 

discussion of many particle distribution functions which 

provide a single unified theory for treating both the long 

range nature of the coulomb forces and the quantum mechanical 

interaction of the two-level system with the optical field. 

The effects of such long range forces on the steady state 

conditions in a single mode gas laser v^ill be determined. 

The experimental program will determine the homogeneous line 

width in an argon ion laser and relate experimental effects 

to the prediction from the theoretical portion of the inves- 

tigation. 

fe    KINETIC THEORY FOR AN ION LASER 

Introduction 

A satisfactory description of the operating conditions 

for a gas laser including effects due to rectilinear particle 
(1) motion is presently available.v / A modification of this theory 

to include the effect of short range collisions has also been 

developed.v / However, a theoretical framework permitting the 

systematic calculation of corrections associated with particle 

interactionj has yet to be provided. The purpose of this work 

is to show that such refinements appear quite naturally when 

the dynamics of the laser medium is described in terras of the 

Wigner distribution function. 

Followins the technique which has been employed recently 

in both classical and quantum plasmas, the Liouville equation 

-2- 
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for an N-particle Wigner distribution function is fiuc obtained. 

This distribution function contains coordinates describing both 

the external center of mass motion of each particle (and is 

treated classically) as well as the internal motion which is 

quantized.  From the Liouville equation, an equation for a one 

particle distribution function is obtained which contains an 

integral over a two particle function.  This integral contains all 

effects associated with particle interactions and is exact.  To 

treat the long range coulomb forces that are present in the ionized 

gas laser, the collision integral is treated by methods developed 

recently in classical plasma physics.  Implicit in this treatment 

is the standard assumption of plasma physics that one is dealing 

with a completely ionized system so that short range collisions 

among neutral atoms may be neglected.  Unfortunately, this 

idealization is not realizable in practice.  The effect of long 

range collisions on the steady state conditions of an ion laser 

operating in a single mode is then derived from a third ord ^r 

perturbation analysis. 

The N-Farticle Wigner Distribution Function 

We consider a cavity of volume V containing N two-level 

systems interacting with an electromagnetic field.  Each particle 

is assumed to have a mass m and the velocity distributions of 

particles in each of the two levels are assumed to be Maxwellian 
t" h 

at the same temperature T.  The i  such system has internal 

coordinates p., q., and ext2rna.l center of mass coordinates P., Q.. rL ' ni' i' xi 

The Hamiltonian operator governing the dynamics of the N 

two-level systems is assumed to be composed of four types of energy 

operators. They are the kinetic energy operator K. for the center 
th L 

of mass motion of the i  particle, H. the operator associated with 

the internal energy of an isolated two-level system, V. the 

-3- 
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the potential energy of a particle interacting with the electro- 

magnetic field and finally, Vj. the two-body potential expressing 

the interaction between pairs of two-level systems in the cavity. 

In actual laser systems, the scattering will be predominantly 

with particles other than those in either of the two laser levels. 

Hence, to describe the scattering, it will be neces \ry to consider 

a three-level system.  Since optical transitions to this third 

level will be ignored, only a minor extension of the two-level 

analysis will be required. 

The Hamiltonian is, then, 

?f ^(Ki + H. + ViJ+XVij . (1) 
r-l i.i 

The two-body potential affects the internal dynamics of 

the two-level systems as well as their translational motion.  It 

will be assumed that these two effects are additive so  chat one 

may decompose the potential into the form 

ZVjj =Z VjjdQrOjD + I WiJ(qi..Qi-Qjl) , (2) 
i,j     i<i l,j 

where U.. is the two-body potential irfluencing the centec of mass 

motion and W.. represents the effect of the external fieli of the 

j  particle upon the internal dynamics of the i  particle. 

The first and third types of terms in the Hamiltonian are, 

respectively, 

2m OQr 

Vj =eE(Oi,t)qi (4) 

The operator H. and the second term in £q. (2) are defined in 

terms of the Schroedinger equation 

(Hi+IWij)^|(qi,0 = 't, -i-^{qi,t) . (5) 
i 
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The spatial dependence of W.. may be replaced by a 
■^ J 

st:ochastic time dependence.  Furthermore, since the time required 
-13 for a collision to take place (10   sec) is much longer than the 

period of the optical field (10"" ' sec), Eq. (5) may be solved in 

the adiabatlc approximation yielding wave functions of the form 

^tn^i.t)   =   Xi„i<»i)««p[-'Ent/ti-(i/t>)Jf dt'AEn(f')] ,   n = a,b    , (6) 

where 

ÄE„m  =  AEn iOp.-.O^ = IWij    , (7) 

and the   X .    and E    are defined by the eigenvalue equation 

HiXm=EnXin    . (8) 

The consta ts a and b refer, respectively, to the upper and lower 

levels of an individual two-level system.  It is assumed that the 

E contain an imaginary part which accounts for decay to the ground 

state labelled by the subscript £, i.e. , 

E„=E„-tor„/2. (9) 

As a result of this damping, the number of particles in states a and 

b decreases with increasing time.  It will be assumed that these 

excited states are replenished by an external pumping mechanism to 

be introduced later. 

Associated with the total energy operator ^ is an N-particle 

wave function satisfying the Schroedinger equation 

7^(77,!) * iti4f , (10) 
o t 

where ^represents the set of all position coordinates rj =  (Q,q) *» 

(Q-i,...QN, qi>...c[N).  The N-particle Wigner distribution function 

may now be introduced through the definition 

VC.^t)-- /.^e-|X'* Aj-l-x.O^ + l-x.t),    (ii) 
[ZTr) 
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where C represents the set of all momentum coordinates { -  (P,p) 
1^,,...PN, P|,...pN), and the 6N dimensional transform variable A 
has components (T-,,...TNS r,,.,. r«) corresponding to the 3N 
external and 3N internal coordinates respectively. 

The Polarization of the Medium and Reduced Distribution Functions 

Ar a result of using the Wigner distribution function, 

quantum statistical averages are obtained from expressions closely 
resembling those used in classical statistical mechanics.  In 

particular, the polarization density of the medium due to the i 1 

two-level system is 

lP,(Q.,t) =/d^Q/d3Np/d3% /d3%(-eqi)fn M.t)     
(12) 

s-Aj(j3pid3pid3qiqif|(^i,i7i,t) , ,13, 

where f, is the reduced distribution function obtained by integrating 
f« over all phase space except that of the i  particle, i,e. , 

MCi^i.t)» v/d^d^SfNU^.t) .        (14) 

For later use, a two-particle reduced distribution function for a 

pair of particles i and j i"? defined in a similar way as 

MCi.Cj.^M) * V^d^-^d^^fNU^.t) .      (15) 

The one-particle Wigner distribution function also has a 

representation in terms of one-particle wave functions as 

MCi.W) = v/(i^e"iACl ^r^x„tM^i + |-Xf,t) t  (16) 
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where 

"M^i.O = Iavn(0^(Q,,t)xn(q|). (17) 

The sum on n extends over a, b and c while that on v is actually 

over the continuous values of translational momentum. With the 

expansion given in Eq. (17), the one-particle Wigner distribution 
function may be written 

MC^.O = £/,„m(P|.Q|.0 WPM^) . "M = "^ -)      (18> 

v/here 

WP^.t) = vE^t)aJt)/0e-'TrP1^(or|V)^(Q( + |.Tl.t) 
(1S) 

f|mn(Pi,qi,t) =/~^e-'^P.x*(ql-|-T)xf,(ql+|-T)  . (20) 

From these definitions it follows that 

f    -#* ^  ^ Mnm ~ Mmn 

Now 9  i(Qi.t) is tne polarization density due to the i 

particle at point Qi in the cavity. The polarization density at 

some point Q in the  cavity due to the entire assemblage of N two- 
level systems is 

^{0,0 = i(?uQitt) = -n^e/d^Pd^pd^qf^P.Q.p.q.t) ,   (22) 
iQisQ 

where n(0> is the sum of the average number density of particles 
in all levels, i.e., n^0)- n (0)+ n (0)+ n (0) 

a    b  '  c  • 

With the form of ^ given in Eq, (18), the macroscopic 

-7- 
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polarization densicy becomes 

(P(Q,t) s-n(C*[»,
bo/d3PF,ob(P,Qlt) + (S>

clJ/d
:5PFlob(P,Q,t)+ 80cb/d3PFlob(PlQ,t)]+c.c, (23) 

where 

^mn  =«/d3q/(n(q)qXn(q)  =   ^  . (24) 

In obtaining Eq. (23) It has been assumed that the off diagonal 

matrix elements are real and hence equal. Also, it is assumed that 

there are no permanent dipole moments so that the diagonal matrix 

elements vanish. 

The optical field and the associated polarization of ehe 

medium may be expanded in terms of cha eigenmodes of the cavity 

U (Q) which satisfy a vector HeTmholtz equation. <'-' One then has 

E(Q,»)=lEB{t)UB(Q) 
n (^->) 

<nQ,t) = I(Pn(t)un(Q), 
n 

Assuming that the optical field in the cavity varies in only 

one direction (labeled by a Z axis) and that the length of the 

cavity in this direction is L, a set of eigenfunctions adequate for 

the present work are 

U„(Q)=e8inknZ , (26) 

where e is a unit vector perpendicular to the Z axis, 

kn=mr/L, (27) 

and n is a large positive integer.  It 'ill also be assumed that 

the polarization of the individual two-level system takes place 

along e so the q » e|q| and "^   = e|c^)
mn|« Finally, since we are 

only concerned with the contribution of level £ to the particle 

dynamics and not to laser action between levels a  and £ or b and £> 

-8- 
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the dipole moments ^  and «y,  will be set equal to zero. 

From Eqs. (23) and (25) we then have 

(Pn(t) = -8
,n(0,-~-/LdZUn(Z)/d

5PF,ato(P>Qlt)+c.c. ,       (28) 

where ^ = ^^ = ^ba. 

As has been shown,^ the steady state operating conditions 

for the laser may be obtained once ,Pn(t) is known as 2 function of 

the cavity field beyond the linear approximation. 

Quantum Mechanical Liouviile Equacion 

The time derivative of Eq. (11) along vith the Schroedinger 

equation (10) lead to 

^7="nr^iS^e ,x£ tM,'+Tx,->«1?-Tx]♦"'(''-Tx•,,*<''+i-x•,, •(29) 

The contribution to df /d\   which is made by each of the four types 

of terms in ^ will now be considered separately. 

The kinetic energy term given in Eq. (13) is readily shown*'-'' 

to contribute the convective term 

at 
:-J_7p ._*!"_ (30) 

The contribution from the internal dynamics will merely be 

rewritten in the form 

where the subscripts ± refer to the displaced arguments of the type 

introduced in Eq. (29), and use has been made of the inverse Fourier 
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transfon» relation associated „1th Kq. (11). The rate of ch 
of fN resulting from the third term In * Is 

dt 
si«?E'0..»>/^.-,Xtr,*'(,4x,t)„„4x.., 

At (32) 

Finally, the part of the Hamlltonlan containxng the Inter- 
action due to translatlonal motion leads to 

UN. 
dt 

(33) 

-UijdO.-l-T.-O^-l-Tjl)] fN(5^ft) . 

The center of mass motion will be treated classically.  This limit 

is readily obtained by expandin'! the integrand in Eq. (33) in powers 

of Planck's constant and retaining only the first nonvanishing term. 
One recovers the standard expression of kinetic theory, 

UlL     -Wdu'i  d       au'] d \f ir nt) (34) 

As mentioned previously, fN also changes due to an external pumping 

process which replenishes the excited states a and b. This change 

in fN will be accounted for by including a phenomenological source 

term aSt,r),l)        in the quantum Liouville equation satisfied by f... 

The combination of Eqs. (30), (31), (32) and (34) and the source term 
yields the quantum Liouville equation in the form 

dt  m    oQ  ih ^ {2w)  v L j 

(35) 

-I(Hi+Zw1p.]f.(C.V)-eZE(Qn.t).^ =Z(^.44^ ^)tN^^.t) . 

-10- 
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Kinetic Equation Satisfied by the One-Particle 

Wigner Distribution Function 

It has been shown previously that the physically interesting 

quantity, the macroscopic polarization density, may be expressed 

in terms of a one-particle Wigner distribution function. One 

obtains the equation determining this function by integrating 

Eq. 05) over the phase space of all particles except one. 

Employing the definitions given ai Eqs. (19) and (20) this procedure 

yields 

^ + ^■al7+
BU""",+y"",Wl"""eE,0i■,,■a-7 

-'^«■S-Sf-^^.-v). (36) 

where 

S,(f,.17,..)=/d6,NV%a(£,,..). (37) 

and 

Xmn=Xnm= {ym + yn)/Z 

Wmn=-Wnm=(Em-En)/-h    . 
(38) 

Ic will prove useful to rewrite the term containing the cyternal 

field by using the identity 

eE(Q„t)-g- = -i.E(0,.t)./^.-V£,T,f^,r^X,1l)f(,l+^Xl.t)> (39) 

-11- 
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where. d6X(: d
3!, d3r, .  In terms of the functions F,  introduced 

previously, 

Modification of the Collision Term for Long Range Forces 

The one term in Eq. (36) requiring further elucidation is 

the collision integral.  Since the distribution function fo 

satisfies an equation containing integrals over f^ v/hich describes 

three particle effects etc. , a means of closing this hierarchy raust 

be introduced. Long-range forces may be treated by truncating 

Eq. (36) in a manner .-similar to that employed in plasma kinetic 

theory.  Neglecting particle correlation entirely and writing 

fzCCi.ez.^Mz.t) 5 fiUi^hfMi (fz.^s.t) ,       (41) 

a pair of Vlasov-like equations may be derived for the distribution 

functions F  and F , introduced previously.  It should be emphasised 

that no expansion in any plasma parameter is employed; spatial 

inhomogeneity in the assemblage of two-level systems is assumed to 

be due solely to the presence of the externally applied optical 

field. One finds that the introduction of Eq. (40) into Eq. (36) 

yields 

At m     AO   + ^ UT'nm+Xnm'   hnmTmn     et     *.    + ec    Ao    - oMn,«,, t J ,  v       / 
Oi m     aw|     n,m:a,b,c OPl Ör\ 

where 

e^ =-n(0,-|/d3p2d3Q2U!2[F00 + Fbb+rcc]  . (^3) 

Introducing a potential  through  the definition 

€*-d* 

-12- 
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and etnploying  the orthogonality properties of  the  f..,  namely, 

(27rTl)
3/d3pd3qfjj(piq)fab(p,q).-8.o8bi ^ (45) 

one finds 

—+7-^- + -^l-^(Pob-FBo)-eg.§. = ko   (46) 

a. ^isr-^-^^-F.)-.!!-.^ =o   (47) 

-^lci-^fL.if£i__o jj    a Fee 
at   m  dQi    ao,  dp,  = 0 » (48) 

where 

Xa(P1.QI)t)S(27rh,
3/d3pId

3
q|flcaa(M(|tK (+9) 

When these equations are expanded to third order in the optical 

field strength, it is found that the equations governing Faa^ ^ 

and Fab
v '  are the same as those in the collisionless theory, 

namely, 

dF^0'       P_    Of™ 
it     *m '"äö-+ y« F<'°0) ^  ^o(p,Q.») (50) 

^.b'"      P    dFj" 
d,  - + m -lb- + '».tF,,'" = | E • &ob [F^-F^] (51) 

^i2'      P      iFJ2' 
är + m  • -^ ^o F00'21 = i E ■ Pob [Fo<" .. Fe<'.J (52) 

-13- 
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Ac (3)     «     Ac <3) 

where 

ßob = «ob - i Yob  . (54) 

One also obtains 

^E2<L. + fL.if2£. + v   F (2)- m ^.Vi^   -   JE" ^ob   fp  (0     pk U) 1       (55) 
d\ m     dQi dQi     dPi 1i        l J 

AC    (3) D AC    (3) iC        *> - -jJ2)        ^      (l) 

oFote      .   Pi     gFob      ,  ,.    _  (3)        IE'   ITab  f      (2) (2)1 0^        dFob ..(is 
— + +lflobFab     =  T     Foo    - Fbb        + e "^ ,\->b) 
dt   m  dQ, ti   L       J   dQ,  dP, 

It is seen that Faa
v / is goverened by an inhoraogeneous Vlasov 

equation and henca may be obtained through the use of standard 

integral transform techniques. 

A Review of Collisionless Results 

Before considering the effect of collisions, the collisionles! 

results of Ref. (1) will first be recovered. From Eq. (50) one 

obtains 

(oo)    .  r00  -XoT 

Foo (P.Q.t) = jo dre   XalP.Q-Pr/m.t-T).       (57) 

Assuming tu''t 

(0) 
x0{P,Q,t) = Aa<D (P) , (58) 

wher« A a is constant or varies slowly compared to the other length 

-14- 
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and time  scales of  interest  in the problem,  one may write 

F00
{0V,Q,t) =   Ao<I>(0WXo  • (59) 

For use in Eq. (51), it is useful to write 

,.   (00)    ,.    (00)       (0)    / (0) /A 
Foo     " Fbb     5 *   N/n (60) 

where 

N » £" - ^ (61) 
Xc        Xb 

and is referred to'-'' as the "excitation densityt,.    The equation 
obtained by interchanging a and b in Eq.   (51)   is 

F.jv,o,o-Fb<;v,Q..) = .»(N/n^^P) rdT(.-,0"%.-,fl"T) 

(62) 
xU„{Q-Pr/m)An(t-T) , 

where the electromagnetic field has been written 

E{Qt\)  = eEnAn(t)Un(Q) (63) 

and 

8 = En F/ls  . (64) 

Obtaining a similar solution for Faa
(20^ - Fbb

(20) from Eq. (52) 

and substituting the result into Eq. (53) leads to 

F.!,30)(P,Q..) = (^'(N/n10') *,0,(P) Z /0drdT•dr■■.-'a«"-''^■ 

X {e'iflobT,,
+ e'iflba T") An{t - T) An{t - T - r') An(t - r- r - T") 

1    (65) X Un(Q-Pr/m)Un[o-(Pr + Pr,)/mJun[Q-(Pr + Pr, + PT")/mJ. 

-15- 
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From Eq.   (28),   the  first-order contribution  to  the 
polarization is 

r«    (t)=-n     rf-j d P^ d2Un(Z)Fob   (P,Q,t) + c.c     . (66) 

Introducing Fab
(10\ carrying out the spatial integration and 

neglecting the second harmonic contribution yields 

(PnU0,(t) «H*frN/dW0WV«-iß^Än(t-r)cos k„Pr/m + c.c. 

(67) 

where 

«o s k„p0/2m . (68) 

Setting 

AR(t) = co8(wnH-^) (69) 

and using the rotating wave approximation^ one obtains 

2kn^0 \    kni/0   / 
+ c.c. (70) 

where 

U) s i/o
0Odtei^-,8/4   =   Z. + iZi    . (71) 

-16- 
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In Ref. (1), it is shown that the steady state operating 

conditions fellow from a knowledge of that part of (Pn that varies 

as sin (wnt +(^). 

Writing 

{Pn(t) =   Cncos(wnt+*) + SI,sin(wfit + ^) (72) 

there results 

2 
s (10) .       g NEn     z   /   ^n-Qob   \ (73) 

tiknv0 V     KnVo      ' 

The third-order contribution is obtained from Eqs. (28) and 

(65) by a similar but somewhat more lengthy procedure. The spatial 

integration is first carried out by employing the formula 

-^/LdZUn(2)Un(Z-a()Un(Z-a2)Un(Z-a3) ._., 
L   Jo (74) 

= — [cos (ai-»-aa-aa) + cos (az + as-ai) +008(33 + 01-02)]   . 

In the present  case 

01 + 02-03  =  kn P(r-T")/m 

02+03-01   =   kn P(T+2T, + r")/m (75) 

03+01-02   =   k„P{r+T")/m 

As has been pointed out, -/ the second and third of these 

terms give contributions with higher inverse powers of k v and 

hence in the "extreme Doppler limit" may be neglected.  Carrying 

-17- 
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out the momentum integration then yields 

(pn
(30)(t)=4g,<i8)5Nl /e0dTdT'dT"e■iß<"'T■y'=V,-p-{T•^",^ 

(76) 

x(e-ino^"+e-iflbqT,')An(t-T)A^f-T-TJA^t-r-T'-T") +c.c. . 

When the three t'.me factors are written in exponential form, it 

is found that only the terms     (i/eje''^"*+ f ) + iwn^ + T")    and 

(l/8)e-ita"«,^) + '«nlT-T")      give rise to  denominators that will 

l.ave a resonance when the various time integrations in Eq. (76) 

are performed.  Retaining only these terras, Eq. (76) becomes 

(? .130,m=-^V(I«)5N.-|<"«,-"I J-Tdr dfdT"o- 
32 c=oJ)/c''o 

Xe-i(fl«"»"W",T[e-i(üo^n)r"+e-i(ßba^n)r"j + cc (77) 

where 

wi=wn-flab. (78) 

and 

•00 n«,   .2 

KHo^.w*)-/ dTdrVilo(r-t,, + iWr",wV- (79) 

-18- 
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One integration in this expression is readily performed after 

introducing the transformation 

x'~Ti*T2 (80) 

The remaining integrals pre  expressible in terms of the function 

introduced in Eq. (71). One finds 

IW0^M[z(^) + z(^)]/[2flo(o,W)]. (SD 

Since Z(-z*) = -Z*(z) , it follows that 

I(fl0,col,w()=(knv0w,)'lZ(w,/2flo). (82) 

and 

Kft^.-w^MKflVoImcü,)" Z^Wj/aHo). (83) 

In terms of these results, the third-order polarization becomes 

3Zknv0 Wo  'V     
L J ■ 

From which one finds 

>4r    3 (30)    S3  E   3N ,,,.,[. 2^, .1 /oct Sn     =TT-^ —" Zi(W|/k„v0)   l + yoboC(Wn-Wob)   . (85; 
8n3ya/bknVo L J 

where 

XMSUü^- (86) 
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Now the operating condition for a laser is obtained from 
'e steady state solution of the equation^ 

En=anEn-/3nF,
3 % (37) 

where 

2 V 0,. / ? \€ 0 )   t 

ß - J / "* \  sn
(3) 

n"2 W0 J-O 

S (,, 

Ei:   ' (88) 

(89) 

while Q1 is the Q of the n  cavity mode and e0 is the permittivity 
of free space. 

The threshold excitation density for laser operation is 

obtained by setting an = 0 in Eq. v'38).  Neglecting effects that 

are 0(O> one finds that the threshcld dercvcy at resonance 
(wn  - wob ) is 

NT=Johknv0 

--^^   • (90) 

Setting £„= 0 in Eq. (87) and introducing Eqs. (73), (85) and 
(90), the equilibrium field amplitude is given by 

r2En
2    |_7)-le

(wn-wab)/(fcnVo)2 

8* XoXb    l+XobX^n-Uoh) 
(91) 

wnexe 

V'-N/Nj        . (92) 
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In obtaining this result the approximation 

Zi(x)=7rl/2e's2 , (93^ 

haj been used in the numerator to yield the Doppler profile.  In 

the denominator this exponential has been replaced by unity since 

the dip in the response curve occurs in the region l^n - <^ab| ^/ab 

for which the exponential is essentially constant in the extreme 

Doppler limit. 

Solution of Vlasov Equation for F  ^ ^ n aa 

The solution of Eq. (55) may be carried out by introducing 

the transforms 

Fool2) (P.O.t) =  Ee'V0   /—r^fo^P.s)      , (94) 
£ ^ dm 

*(2,(Q,t)= Ie^Q/^^e
s, ^(s)      , (95) 

h„(2,(P.O.t) = 1****!^ e$,H0f (P.s)     , (96) 

(2), 
where     hc   (P,0 , T) is  the  inhomogeneous  term in Eq.   (55). 
The  transformed version of Eq.   (55)   is 

,    .^ (2) <?Foa(0)   .   (2) (2) ,.,_, 
(s+Xa+ik  •Pl/m)J0/ +16^—^-^       =  Hox        . (97) 
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From Eq.   (43)   it  follows   that 

*/,(*> = ^/<Mo^-icr] .     (98) h 

Equation (97), along with a similar equation for FK/
2)plus a 

homogeneous equation for F /2> (since W   - 90  - ^^  . ,      ^   .       ,     .     ^ Cl \*i"ce t" a     -  ^b     -  0)  may  now 
bf   solved simultaneously.     One  finds 

^O7(P.S) = #o^(piS) +iWV __n(2o)iiL      ik,. ap 

k.2 n^-    ,.    TTZr-^——     •    (yy>> 

where 

pof  (P,s) =  
s +Xa + ik^P/m 

and 

™M-f'H<?+t™*f™] 

where 

.(Oi 2 .     ik 
d*{0) 
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Also, e^(s) is defined by 

^(s)  =   €o^(s) + €H(S) + €C/(s) - 2      , (102) 

€ (&)..   47rnre
c r 3D     ^ ap ^(s)-.-——jdp_^^p.._  t      n  =   a)bjC>       (103) 
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Third-Order Polarization for the Ion Laser 

The third-order polarization follows in the usual way from 

Eq. (28), 

(Pn13^) = -n^g'ob-^-^dZuUZl/d^FoPcP.Q.t) + c.c   .      (104) 

From Eq. (56) the appropriate form for Fab^ is found to be 

Fab(3)(P,Q,t) = (iE0^ob/"h)^0olTe-iflobTAn(t-r)Un(Q-PT/m)[F0i
2)(P,0-Pr/m,t-T) 

(105) 

-Fbb2)(P,Q-PT/mst-T)]*«/<dri*ino,>TC(2)(Q-PT/m,t-T) .i-Fob^(pfQ-pr/m?t-r) . 
Or 

The spatial integration required in the evaluation of the polariza- 

tion density is 

|-/e
LdZUn(Z)Un(Z-VT)i

i,!»z = Y (aSjoCoskoVr-^ne'^-S/.^ne"^7) . (106) 

It is found that the dominant correction to the polarization comes 

from the /» 0 term in Faa^ -Fbb  • A11 other terms yield 

contributions that are higher order in (k v )  .  Hence we set N n o 

^(3,= (Pn
(3,-(Pn

l30, = - ^(iE, g'ob/^/Jre-^And-r) f^pf-^ ^'
T) 

UQ. .     2 (107) 
y    -lkfPT/m  mnX    feK     / I I \ ft u    o   , 

k2(s2+wp2)   ^ s + Xo + I^P/m  "  s +xb +ikAP/n/ 8i.oco8 •<« Pr/m   , 

2 (0) 2 where   Wp   = 4 7rn e/m. 

The /» 0 form of the dielectric constant, namely 

<0(8) = l + s2/wp
2  f (108; 
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has already been introduced in Eq. (107) since it is insensitive 

to the limiting process required in evaluating this expression 
at kß "  0. 

Performing the s-inversion first, the correction to the 
third-order polarizeticn may be written 

AiP(3) = W0->-Wt+c.c.  , (109) 

where 

W^.^/il^^^^J^/dV^^Mt-^/d^e-^^^cos knPr/m 
\ "n  / 2 i  ^  0 

(0)   ^ (HO) 
kjt   dP 

Xa-»-icjp+ \ksP/m 

+ (similar terra with Wp—>-cüp) , 

and ji*c    = 4 7rn(
a
0)e2/m. 

The seconc order density variation to be used in Eq. (110) 

is readily obtained from Eqs. (50) - (52). Th^ result is 

Ni^Ct) = -i-N{iE08'ob/l1)
2/<drdT'6-a'2r2(6-yoT-e-rbT)      /iinN 2 'o (111) 

x(e"ißo«>T'+e-iß«><.Ti)An(t.rjAn(t. T.r)  > 

Integration over momentum in Eq. (110) requires tne evaluation of 

the integral 

'^  "^~e'ikiP,2/,,,C0S  k"  Pti/m 

Ia(t,.t2) =/d3P- ^ —        .        (112) 
Xa +icüp+ ii^ P/m 
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Expanding the cenominator and only retaining teims 0(k^ ') yields 

Ia(t,.t2) = -k/e•(n•,•, [l-2(ß0tl)][l+t2(Xa4.ia;p)]/(ra + iWp)  .  (113) 

When Eqs. (110) and (111) are combin id and the three time factors 

A (t) are written in exponential form, it is again found that only 

two terms give rise to resonant contributions in subsequent time 

integrations.  Hence Eq. (110) may be written 

Wa = 3jNa;pa;pa
2rob(E0- ^/t.) e'^n^^'dre-^'-'^^-^^ [l-2{ß0r)2] 

x(Xa + iWpra^<dT'{eia'Pr,[l + r(ya+iWp)]-e-yoT,[l+(r+r')(raHaip)]} (114) 

x fadT"dT"'e®''T"'2{e'YaT"-e'W )\e'i{aob'^*"+ e"l(flbof Wn)T"' 1 

+ (similar term with wp   — ~Wp ) , 

After performing the simple integrations of r' and r", the r1" 

integration is given in terms of the z function introduced in 

Eq. (71) and the r integration requires 

/•OP 

J   dCe^ +,^(|-2c2) = --i-f+ 0(€2) 
(115) 

One finally obtains 

2 .3 

v.^l* {^){±.±)lmz{^)[^{^)]      (n6) 

The resulting change in the polarization density may now be obtained 
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from Eq. (109'  The associated In  quadrature component is found 
to be 

_^N_ ( 1*1* Ll(^*)[ ~±- 2+7-^~J (117) 

where La - kT/47r n^e2. 

Finally, the equilibrium field amplitude is given by 

,22 <V1"
1 t«n-flob)8/Un«',)* 

 . — s  . . — , , , , ,— 

8t.yarb   l + yobX(wn-wob) + 2(y0-rb)
2[(y0knLor

2-»-(ybknLbr
2j 

(118) 

Comparison of Eq. (118) with the corresponding result of 

Ref.(l)shows that the effect of long range forces is contained 

in the last term in the denominator of Eq. (118).  This term is 

enhanced by increasing the wavelength of the laser radiation and 

by decreasing the Debye length associate^ with the particles in 

states a and b.  Since these. Debye lengths turn out to be on the 

order of 10' cm while the optical wavelengths are 10  - 10  cm, 
it is seen that the correction term would be quite small were it 

not for the fact that the transition rate yb of the lower level 

may be as much as 10 ya  . 

As a numerical example, consider 1/x radiation in a plasma 

having a temperature of 2000oK and  rv0) ~ n(K
0)~5 x 1011 cm"3.  Then 

2    2        -7  2 ob 
La 

= Lu = 2 x 10  cm .  Assuming that ^, = 10 y,, , the correction 
term is 0,2.  The response of the laser at frequencies above a;ob 
both with and without this correction is shown in Fig. 1.  The 

complete response curve is, of course, symmetric about the frequency 
(jjab .     Although the shape of the response curve remains unchanged 
when long range forces are included, a superposition of the two 

curves in Fig. 1 shows that the effect of such forces is to fill 
in the center of the curve.  Also, the requirement of positive 

curvature at the center of the response curve yields as a criterion 

for the existence of a dip, 
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where 

c     =    (y„-yb)2[{yaknLor2 + (ybknLbr
2] (120) 

2 

Finally, Eq. (118) shows that the correction term vanishes 

if Y ■- y, .  This is clear on physical grounds since in the 
(l) (2) laser theory one finds that F     = ~Fvvv '  when yd and y, are 

equal.  These two terrcs then have identical spatial dependences 

that are 180° out of phase with each other.  Since the net force 

acting on a given two-level system is due to the inhomogeneous 

distribution of other charged particles, it is clear that for 

ya ~ Xh 
t^e dlstrl^ti011 0f particles on state a plus those in 

state b gives rise to a completely homogeneous spatial distribution 

of such particles and no net force is felt by an individual two- 

level system. 
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MKASUK^ ^NTS OF ARGON ION LASER LINE PROFILE 

Introduction 

In considering the output power of laser oscillators, it 

has been shown that the saturation characteristics of the optical 

Liedium depend upon the broadened line width of the medium and 
/A) 

the frequency separation between modes.^ ^ A representation of 

this mechanism is most easily described as a hole being "burned" 

in the Doppler-broadened gain curve of a gas laser.  The "hole 

burning" refers to the saturation of the atoms in the vicinity of 

the frequency of the saturating radiation.^ ^ At low power levels 

the distortions in the "hole width" are due to the broadening 

caused by collisio  in a non-ionized plasma^ ' and by the long 

range forces in an ionized plasma^ ' (see the earlier section of 

this report). 

Experimental Arrangements and Preliminary Results 

For a cavity of very short length, the spacing of the 

resonances may exceed the Doppler-broadened line width and the 

laser will oscillate in a single mode. One expects oscillation 

at a single frequency to c^use gain saturation of the medium only 

in the vicinity of this frequency.  Two holes are "burned" in 

the gain curve due to the standing wave character of the optical 

fields in the cavity.  If the length of the cavity is tuned 

through the center of the Doppler profile, a "dip" is observed 

which is due to the fact that fewer atoms  ^a contributing to the 

power output of the laser.  For the specific case of the ionized 

argon gas laser, the gain profile is so wiOe that a short single 

mode cavity could not be conveniently constructed and therefore 

the "Lamb Dip" could not be displayed by tuning the c/2L frequency 

through line center.  If the output intensity of the argon laser 

was extremely stable (which it is not), it could be operated very 

close to threshold in one mode and the "Lamb Dip" could possibly 

be exhibited; however, no range of the excitation parameter would 
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exist. 

An alternate solution which has been successfully applied 

during the reporting period is to use a three mirror, variable 

reflectivity system at one end of the resonator.v ^ A  /2 uiotion 

of this system will allow the two cavity system to pass through 

alignment and will provide a resonance for one of the modes of 

the original cavity.  By linearly driving one of the n.irrors of 

the variable reflectivity cavity the resonances may be scanned 

across the whole Doppler-broadened line and will exhibit the 

"Lamb Dip" as the particular oscillating modes are scanned in "ime. 

The "Lamb Dip" may now be plotted as a function of excitation and 

the area of the "hole" represents the relation power to be 

achieved by a single mode since the "hole" area represents the 

homogeneously broadened line width. 

The experimental arrangement is shown pictorial]y in Fig. 2 

and schematically in Fig. 3a. A d.c. Ar discharge is contained 

in a quartz capillary which is 60 cm in length and has a 2 mm ID, 

The excitation can be varied from 3 to 10 amperes. An intracavity 

prism is incorporated into the design to enable the various atomic 

lines to be selected.  The three mirror, variable reflectivity 

system is located at one end of the cavity and has a multiwafer 

piezoelectric drive associated with mirror M, which provides the 

scan of the short cavity relative to the long cavity. 

The system has been designed, constructed and madj operative, 

Preliminary data, as shown in Fig. 3b, has illustrated the "Lamb 

Dip", and demonstrated the suitability of the technique for a 

detailed investigaf'on of the shape of the hole burned in the 

Doppler gain curve.  Detailed results of the experimental portions 

of this program and attempts to interpret the experim nts in terms 

of this theory will be reported in a later report. 
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SIX-MONTH STATUS EVALUATION 

Some aspects of the theory of a gas laser recently developed 

by W. E, Lamb, Jr. have been recast in a form which more fully 

displays the role played by the particle dynamics.  The Wigner 

distribution function has been used to derive kinetic equations 

which govern the external center of mass motion of "he two-level 

systems as weii as their internal dynamics. The effect of long 

range forces has been discussed by treating the collision integral 

in a manner similar to that employed in plasma kinetic theory. A 

modification in the criterion for the existence of a dip in the 

output has been obtained.  It has also been shown that effects due 

to long range forces are most noticeable at long optical wavelengths 

and when there is a large difference between the lifetimes of the 

two laser levels. 

The experimental system for measuring the line profile of 

a d.c. excited argon laser has been designed, constructed, and 

made operative.  Preliminary data on the "Lamb Dip" has been 

obtained as a function of pressure and excitation.  Detailed results 

of the experimental portions of this program and attempts to inter- 

pret the experiments in terms of this theory will be reported in 

a later report. 
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